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What You’ll Receive

Heavy Duty Banner Frame 

A - Top & Bottom Tube
Section x2 

C - Connectors x4

F - BungeesE - Back Ground Peg x2 D - Front Ground Peg x2 

B - Hinged Leg x2 
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Need More Help?

Identify the front and back of the hinged legs (B) of the Heavy Duty Banner Frame. The hinge
and feet will be attached to back leg.

Attach two elastic bungees (F) to the front leg.

Connect the top and bottom tube sections (A) to the leg using the correct shaped connector
(C) and pushing firmly to secure the connection.

Attach two elastic bungees to each of the top and bottom tube section and two elastic
bungess to the second front leg.

Connect the top and bottom tube sections to the second leg using the correct shaped 
connector, pushing firmly to secure the connection.

Stand up the Heavy Duty Banner Frame and push out the back legs, allowing it to stand freely. 
Close the hinge on both legs to secure.

Attach the banner to the frame by hooking the elastic bungees through the eyelets of the
banner. Attach to the top and bottom tube section first, beginning with the top left corner
and working clockwise.

Starting in the top left corner and working clockwise, attach the remaining elastic bungees to 
the legs of the Heavy Duty Banner Frame.

Adjust the positioning of the elastic bungees to ensure the banner sits central to the frame
and move the frame to the intended location. 

Secure to the ground by pushing the back ground pegs (E) through the holes in the back feet. 
Push the front ground pegs (D) into the ground until they fit securely against the bottom 
sections. The Heavy Duty Banner Frame is now installed.
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Our team are only a phone call away and more than happy to answer any 
questions you might have.

Alternatively, you can visit bannerbox.co.uk/guides for more detailed guidance.

Heavy Duty Banner Frame 


